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Abstract: A foreign metal object will deteriorate the performance of wireless power transfer (WPT)
systems and cause insecurity issues. Therefore, the influence principles and rules of foreign metal
objects on soft-switching conditions of Class-E inverters and the performance of WPT systems are
developed in this paper. The effects of different metal materials on coil parameters at different
frequencies and positions are analyzed first, then the effects of foreign metal objects on soft-switching
conditions of Class-E inverters and the power transfer capability of WPT systems are investigated.
Principle analyses and simulation results demonstrate that there are significantly different effects
on the soft-switching conditions and power transfer when a foreign metal object is placed near the
transmitter coil or the receiver coil. In addition, the monotonicity of the variation in power transfer
also depends on the position of the foreign metal object. Finally, a WPT experimental prototype with
a Class-E inverter is implemented to verify the influence principles and rules of foreign metal objects.
The experimental results are highly consistent with the principle analyses and simulation results.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous development of wireless power transfer (WPT) technology and its
commercialization process, its security issues attract more and more attention [1–4]. One such issue is
that a foreign metal object will deteriorate the WPT system performance [5,6], and the eddy current
of the metal object will cause heating problems, possibly causing a fire hazard [7]. Therefore, it is
necessary to study the effects of foreign metal objects on WPT system.

Because a foreign metal object will change the relative permeability of the magnetic circuit of the
coil and other related parameters, the impacts of a foreign metal object on parameters of the coil need
to be studied. Reference [8] analyzes these impacts by using an efficient perturbation method and
Born approximation. However, its analytical method is difficult to implement due to the complicated
calculations. The changing rules of equivalent parameters caused by three typical materials, including
iron, copper, and aluminum, are studied by a 3-D finite-element model coupled with an external
circuit [9]. The results show that all three kinds of metal materials will reduce the inductance and
increase the resistance of the coil, i.e., reduce the Q value. Furthermore, the variation of the coil
parameters caused by a foreign metal object will change the resonant frequency of the system [6,9],
thereby deteriorating the transfer efficiency. Reference [10] shows that the efficiency will decrease
dramatically when a foreign metal object appears near the receiver coil, but it draws the conclusion
from experiments without giving theoretical analysis. In addition, Reference [11] focuses on the heating
problem caused by the metal object, and the theoretical and experimental results show that the heating
phenomenon is very obvious around the edge of the coil.
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Therefore, in order to cope with the problems caused by foreign metal objects, the method of
using ferrite cores with proper distribution to eliminate the influence caused by the metal object is
presented in Reference [12], and the method of enabling WPT through a metal encased device is also
introduced in Reference [13]. Furthermore, some researchers propose the foreign object detection (FOD)
method [1,14,15], which is an essential function to prevent the energy from being consumed in the form
of heat. A method of load and metal object detection is presented in Reference [16]. The supply current
and the transmitter coil voltage are monitored to determine the existence of the load or a foreign metal
object. The experiment results indicate that the soft-switching conditions of the Class-E inverter will be
invalid when the metal object approaches the transmitter coil, causing the Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
Field-Effect Transistor (MOSFET) to burn out. However, the reasons and details are not discussed
in depth. In fact, all of the above papers only consider the thermal heating issue and the efficiency
decrease when a foreign metal object is involved in the WPT system, and instead focus on the FOD
method without discussing the impacts of the metal object on the WPT system’s performance, such
as soft-switching conditions and power transfer capacity. Therefore, this paper specifically analyzes
the effects of foreign metal objects on the soft-switching conditions of the Class-E inverter, and the
relationship between the power transfer capacity and the distance between the coil and the foreign
metal object is also presented.

In Section 2, a brief review of the operational characteristics of the Class-E inverter in WPT systems
is introduced. The influence of two kinds of commonly used metal materials on coil parameters at
different frequencies and different positions is then analyzed in Section 3. Considering one kind of
particular metal material, since all of them have a similar effect at high frequency, the effects of a
foreign metal object on the soft-switching conditions of the Class-E inverter is presented in Section 4.
In addition, the power transfer capacity of the Class-E inverter will change due to the foreign metal
object. The effect causing the power transfer to change monotonically or non-monotonically is also
explained. The presented theoretical analysis is verified by an experimental prototype of a WPT system
with a Class-E inverter, which is presented in Section 5.

2. Idealized Operation of the Class-E Inverter in WPT System

The Class-E inverter is widely used in WPT system for it requires only one switch and the
theoretical efficiency can be up to 100% when it works at zero voltage switching (ZVS) and zero
derivative switching (ZDS) soft-switching conditions [17]. Assuming that the system uses series-series
compensation topology, the schematic diagram of the Class-E inverter used in WPT system is shown
in Figure 1, where the blue dotted box represents the Class-E inverter with transmitter coil and the red
dotted box represents the receiver system.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of Class-E inverter used in wireless power transfer (WPT) system.

Here, L1 and L2 denote the inductance of the transmitter coil and the receiver coil respectively,
R1 and R2 denote the resistance of the transmitter coil and the receiver coil respectively, C1 and C2

denote the compensation capacitor of the transmitter system and the receiver system respectively,
and RL denotes the load resistance. Generally, the receiver system is designed to work at resonance
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for improving the system efficiency, which means L2 is totally compensated by C2. As a result, the
impedance of the receiver system seen from the transmitter side, i.e., reflected impedance, is a resistor
Rr, i.e.,

Rr =
(ωM)2

R2 + RL
=

(ωM)2

R′2
(1)

where R′2 denotes (R2 + RL). Therefore, Rr, R1, L1 and C1 make up the equivalent resonant network
and the equivalent load of the Class-E inverter. If the Class-E inverter works ideally at ZVS and ZDS
soft-switching conditions, i.e.,

vDS|ton
= 0 and

dvDS
dt

∣∣∣∣
ton

= 0 (2)

then the equivalent load impedance angle ϕ should be equal to 49.052◦ [17].

ϕ = arctan
ωL1 − 1

ωC1

R1 + Rr
= 49.052◦ (3)

In this condition, the transmitter system does not work under resonant state, and the ideal
waveforms of the driver signal vGS, and the drain-to-source voltage vDS of the MOSFET are shown in
Figure 2.
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of Class-E inverter.

Actually, the power transmitted to the receiver side equals to the power absorbed by the reflected
resistor Rr, so the output power Pout can be calculated as

Pout = I2
1 Rr

RL
R2 + RL

, (4)

where I1 denotes the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) value of the current i1 in transmitter coil. Normally,
when the inverter works near the optimal point, I1 can be approximately calculated as

I1 =
VDS1 cos ϕ

R1 + Rr
(5)

where VDS1 denotes first harmonic component of vDS.
The current I1 is related to the equivalent load impedance angle ϕ, so does the output power.

Concretely, the decrease of ϕ will result in the increase of the output power.

3. Effects of Foreign Metal Object on Coil Parameters

The metal materials most commonly utilized in the electrical industry, such as iron, copper
and aluminum, may change the relative permeability of the magnetic circuit of the coils in WPT.
However, only the effects of iron and copper are investigated in this section, for copper and aluminum
have the same relative permeability, and have almost identical effects on the coil parameters [9].
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The relative permeability and conductivity of iron and copper are 5000, 1.04 × 107 s/m and 1,
5.96 × 107 s/m, respectively.

The structure of the helix coils and positions of the metal plate are shown in Figure 3, and the
parameters of the helix coils and the metal plate are listed in Table 1, where the subscripts 1 and 2
denote the transmitter side and the receiver side, respectively.
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Table 1. Parameters of helix coils and metal plate.

Symbol Parameter Value

L1, L2 Coil inductance 54.47 µH
R1, R2 Coil resistance 0.61 Ω

M Mutual inductance 1.58 µH
D Coil diameter 25 cm
d Diameter of coil wire 2.5 mm
p Pitch of helix coil 2 mm
h Height of helix coil 52 mm
N Coil turns 12
Db Distance between coils 26 cm
r Radius of metal plate 15 cm
t Thickness of metal plate 2 cm

3.1. Effects of Different Frequencies

When the metal plate is placed close to one helix coil and far away from the other coil, the impacts
of the metal plate on the other coil can be neglected.

The metal plate can be considered as a multi-turn flat coil, and the eddy current of the metal plate
can be calculated by [18]

Is =
jωM0 I

rs + jωLs
(6)

where M0 is the mutual inductance between the coil and the metal plate, I is the current of the coil, rs

and Ls are the resistance and inductance of the metal plate respectively, and ω is the angular frequency.
At very low frequency, rs is a dominant factor to influence Is. Because the conductivity of iron is

relatively low, its eddy current is small, which means the demagnetizing effect is negligible. In contrast,
since the iron has comparatively high relative permeability, its magnetism gathering effect is greater
than its demagnetizing effect, which enhances the original magnetic field and increases the inductance
of the coil.
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As the frequency increases, the resistant term can be omitted, so Equation (6) can be rewritten as

Is =
M0 I
Ls

, (7)

which implies the eddy current is no longer affected by frequency when the frequency is high enough.
Since the eddy current is larger at high frequency, the demagnetizing effect is dominant, causing the
decrease of the inductance and mutual inductance [18].

As for coil resistance, the eddy current makes the current distribution in the helix coil more
non-uniform, and the eddy current loss will reflect back to the coil in the form of resistance, leading
the metal plate to increase the coil resistance regardless of frequency. The impacts of iron on the coil
resistance are greater than that of copper, as the conductivity of iron is lower.

When the distance between the metal plate and the helix coil is set to 2 cm, the inductance, mutual
inductance, and resistance of the helix coils versus frequency are shown in Figure 4a–c, respectively.
The simulations are performed by using ANSYS Maxwell (version 16.0.2, Ansys, Inc., Canonsburg,
PA, USA). The simulation results show that the iron plate will cause the inductance and the mutual
inductance of the helix coil to increase at very low frequencies, while the copper plate will cause them
to decrease. However, both iron and copper plate will cause the inductance and the mutual inductance
of the helix coil to decrease at high frequency, and the curves tend to be flat as the frequency increases.
In addition, the coil resistance increases as the frequency increases.
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Generally, the WPT system works at high frequencies, so these two kinds of metal material have
almost the same effects on coil parameters. It is obvious that the curves tend to be flat when the
frequency ranges from 0.1 MHz to 10 MHz, and accordingly the middle frequency 1 MHz is selected
as the operating frequency in the next sections. Although the coil resistance will change slightly with
frequency, resulting in minor variation of the input and output power, changing the frequency does
not affect the analysis presented in Section 4, except that the curves in Section 4 will move slightly up
or down. Since the impact of iron metal material is even more severe, only the effects of iron plates on
coil parameters at different positions are considered in the next sections.

3.2. Effects of Different Positions of the Metal Plate

As shown in Figure 3, the iron plate is placed beside the receiver coil or the transmitter coil, i.e.,
along line l1 or l2, or at the outer side of the two coils, i.e., along line l3. The sectional view of the
magnetic field map of the two helix coils with and without the iron plate are presented in Figure 5a,b.
They are modeled in the 2D axisymmetric space using COMSOL (version 5.0.0.243, COMSOL Inc.,
Stockholm, Sweden). It can be seen that the distribution of the magnetic field is twisted by the iron
plate. Concretely, the magnetic flux density behind the iron plate is much smaller.
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The simulation results of the coil parameters versus the distance between the coil and metal plate
are presented in Figures 6 and 7, where the iron plate is placed along the line l2 and l3 respectively. It is
obvious that the inductance will decrease while the resistance of the coil will increase, i.e., decrease the
Q value. As the iron plate approaches the helix coil, especially when the distance is less than 5 cm,
the influence of the iron plate is tremendous. As the distance increases, the parameters of the coil get
closer to their corresponding rated values.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 18 
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4. Effects of Foreign Metal Object on Soft-Switching Conditions

It is assumed that the Class-E inverter works at ideal ZVS and ZDS soft-switching conditions
before any foreign metal object is introduced. According to Section 2, the optimal parameters of the
WPT system with Class-E inverter are designed and listed in Table 2. Under such conditions, the ZVS
and ZDS soft-switching conditions are realized.
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Table 2. Parameters of the WPT system with Class-E inverter.

Symbol Parameter Value

VDC Input DC voltage 45 V
RL Load resistor 14.3 Ω
Lp Input choke inductor 81 µH
Cs Shunt capacitor 4.1 nF
C1 Transmitter compensation capacitor 478.6 pF
C2 Receiver compensation capacitor 467 pF
f Switching frequency 1 MHz
f 2 Resonant frequency at receiver side 1 MHz

4.1. Foreign Metal Object is Near the Receiver Coil

If the foreign metal object exists near the receiver coil, i.e., along the line l1 as shown in Figure 3,
the inductance of the receiver coil will be reduced by ∆L, while the resistance of the receiver coil will
be increased by ∆R. The decrement of the receiver coil inductance detunes the receiver side, so that the
reflected impedance seen from the transmitter coil becomes

Zr =
(ωM)2

R′2 + ∆R− jω∆L
. (8)

Equation (8) can be transformed to

Zr =
(ωM)2

(R′2 + ∆R)2 + (ω∆L)2 (R′2 + ∆R + jω∆L). (9)

Clearly, the reactance of the transmitter side will be increased by ∆L2, which can be calculated by

∆L2 =
Im(Zr)

ω
=

(ωM)2

(R′2 + ∆R)2 + (ω∆L)2 ∆L. (10)

However, the real part of Zr is smaller than its original value, i.e.,

Re(Zr) =
(ωM)2

(R′2 + ∆R)2 + (ω∆L)2 (R′2 + ∆R) <
(ωM)2

R′2 + ∆R
<

(ωM)2

R′2
= Rr. (11)

As a result, the resistance of the transmitter side will be decreased by ∆R2, which can be
expressed as

∆R2 = Rr − Re(Zr). (12)

Therefore, the equivalent impedance angle ϕ of the Class-E inverter will increase when the foreign
metal object exists near the receiver coil, which is expressed as

ϕ = arctan
ωL1 − 1

ωC1
+ ∆L2

R1 + Rr − ∆R2
> 49.052◦ (13)

In this case, the parasitic diode of the MOSFET will conduct the current i1 in a freewheeling
mode, maintaining the ZVS soft-switching condition in the inverter. However, the system efficiency
will decrease, since the system deviates from the ideal working conditions [19]. It can be seen from
Figures 8 and 9 that as the iron plate moves closer to the receiver coil, the ZVS soft-switching condition
will be maintained, while the power transfer and efficiency will decrease monotonically. The cause of
this is that if the impedance angle of the resonant tank of the Class-E inverter increases monotonically,
then the current in the transmitter coil decreases monotonously, and therefore so does the power
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transfer. It is noted that the efficiency can be maintained above 85% when the distance d1 is greater
than 13 cm.
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4.2. Foreign Metal Object Is Near the Transmitter Coil

If the foreign metal object exists near the transmitter coil, i.e., along the line l2 as shown in Figure 3,
then the coil inductance and resistance will be reduced by ∆L1 and increased by ∆R1 respectively.
Therefore, the equivalent load impedance angle ϕ will be decreased according to Equation (14).

ϕ = arctan
ωL1 − 1

ωC1
− ∆L1

R1 + Rr + ∆R1
< 49.052◦ (14)

The soft-switching conditions will be invalid when the equivalent load impedance angle φ is
less than 49.052◦ [19]. In other words, the MOSFET is turned on before the drain-to-source voltage of
the MOSFET drops to zero, shown in Figure 10, which causes the switching loss to increase, and the
MOSFET may be burnt out at such a high switching frequency.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  10 of 18 
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Moreover, when φ becomes smaller as the foreign metal object approaches the transmitter coil,
and becomes equal to zero, the transmitter system meets the condition of resonance, and the output
power reaches a maximum value according to Equations (4) and (5).

It can be seen from Figure 11 that the resonant tank first approaches the resonant state and then
rapidly withdraws from resonance, so that the power transfer rises and then declines dramatically
as the iron plate approaches the transmitter coil. Furthermore, the hard switching phenomenon will
become more serious, and the efficiency decreases gradually due to the decrement of φ. The efficiency
from DC supply to load is kept above 85% when d2 is greater than 15 cm.
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4.3. A Foreign Metal Object Appears at the Outer Side of Two Coils

If the foreign metal object exists at the outer side of the transmitter and receiver coils, i.e., along
the line l3 as shown in Figure 3, the parameters of both coils will change simultaneously. Assuming
that the metal object has the same effects on the parameters of the two coils, the inductance of both
coils will be decreased by ∆L, while the resistance of both coils will be increased by ∆R. According to
Equation (9), the formula for the imaginary part of the variation of the equivalent impedance of the
transmitter side is

Im(∆Z1) = ω∆L(
(ωM)2

(R′2 + ∆R)2 + (ω∆L)2 − 1) = ω∆L(K1 − 1). (15)

However, the formula for the real part is

Re(∆Z1) = ∆R + (ωM)2

(R′2+∆R)2+(ω∆L)2 (R′2 + ∆R)− (ωM)2

R′2

< ∆R + (ωM)2

R′2+∆R −
(ωM)2

R′2
= ∆R(1− (ωM)2

R′2(R′2+∆R) )

= ∆R(1− K2)

. (16)

Therefore, the equivalent load impedance angle ϕ can be calculated as

ϕ = arctan
ωL1 − 1

ωC1
+ Im(∆Z1)

R1 + Rr + Re(∆Z1)
. (17)

Generally, when the metal object is far from the coils, ∆L and ∆R are relatively small, so K1 in
Equation (15) or K2 in Equation (16) degenerates to (ωM)2/R′22 .

If ωM > R′2 and d3 is large enough, then

(ωM)2

(R′2 + ∆R)2 + (ω∆L)2 > 1 (18)

(ωM)2

R′2(R′2 + ∆R)
> 1. (19)
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As a result, Im(∆Z1) is positive, while Re(∆Z1) is negative. According to Equation (17),
the equivalent load impedance angle is larger than 49.052◦, so the ZVS soft-switching condition
is maintained.

As the distance d3 becomes smaller and ∆R and ∆L become accordingly larger accordingly, then
the inequality signs of Equations (18) and (19) will be reversed. Therefore, Im(∆Z1) will be negative
while Re(∆Z1) will be positive, so the soft-switching conditions will be invalid. In summary, the validity
of soft-switching conditions depends on the distance d3 when ωM > R′2.

In contrast, if ωM < R′2, then Im(∆Z1) will be negative while Re(∆Z1) will be positive at any
distance d3. As a result, the soft-switching conditions will be invalid once the metal object is introduced.

The simulation results are shown in Figures 12 and 13. It is noted that ωM < R′2 based on the
parameters listed in Table 2, therefore the soft-switching conditions are invalid when the metal object
is introduced. In addition, the hard-switching phenomenon becomes more severer as d3 decreases.
Similarly, the efficiency will drop because the system deviates from the ideal working conditions.
The transmission efficiency keeps at above 85% and the power transfer keeps around the nominal
value when the distance d3 is greater than 10 cm, which implies that the iron plate appearing at the
outer side of two coils has a smaller impact on the system.Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 18 
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5. Experiment and Analysis

5.1. Prototype

A WPT system with Class-E inverter is built up to verify the qualitative analysis presented in the
former sections. The system consists of two identical helix coils with the parameters shown in Table 1.
The resistance and inductance of the helix coil are measured using precision impedance analyzer
WAYNE KERR 6500B (1J6550B, Wayne Kerr Electronics Inc., West Sussex, UK). The measured results
of the coil resistance and inductance are 0.65 Ω and 54.41 µH respectively, which are highly consistent
with the simulation results.

The whole system is shown in Figure 14, including the Class-E inverter, transmitter coil, receiver
coil, receiver circuit, and the load. The details of the Class-E inverter are shown in Figure 15. According
to the analysis in Section 4, the maximum drain to source voltage of the MOSFET is close to 200 V and
the maximum drain current is 10.2 A, so the Class-E inverter is fabricated using the IPP200N25N3
power MOSFET from Infineon. An active crystal oscillator is used to generate a stable 1 MHz square
wave to the driver FAN3122TMX. A temperature sensor KSD-01FH, which is connected to the enable
pin of the driver, is used to protect the MOSFET. The compensation capacitor C1, C2 and shunt capacitor
Cs are made up of several mica capacitors combining in series and parallel to mitigate the voltage and
current stress, and their capacitance value are consistent with those in Table 2. With these parameters
design, the Class-E inverter works ideally at ZVS and ZDS soft-switching conditions.
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The position demonstrations of the iron plate placed along the line l1, l2 and l3 are shown in
Figure 14a–c, respectively.

All the experimental waveforms and values of voltage and current are measured by the
oscilloscope DPO-2024B. The input power is obtained by multiplying the input voltage by the
cycle-mean of the input current, and the output power is obtained by multiplying the load resistance
by the square of the cycle-RMS of the output current.

5.2. Experimental Result and Analysis

In order to demonstrate the break-down in soft-switching conditions, the input DC voltage is
reduced to protect the WPT system. Experimental waveforms of driver signal vGS, transmitter current
i1, and drain-to-source voltage vDS when the iron plate is placed along the line l1, l2, and l3 are shown
in Figures 16–18, respectively.

(1) When the iron plate is placed along the line l1, the ZVS soft-switching condition could be
maintained. It can be seen from Figure 16 that the interval, after vDS decreases to zero and before
the power MOSFET turns on, gets larger as the iron plate approaches the receiver coil. However,
it will increase the voltage stress of the power MOSFET and reduce the output power as the iron
plate detunes the resonant network of the receiver system.

(2) On contrast, when the iron plate is placed along the line l2, it is obvious from Figure 17 that
the soft-switching conditions will be invalid immediately as long as the iron plate is involved.
Also, the hard-switching phenomenon will become severer, while the transmitter current I1 will
increase to transfer more power. However, it will jeopardize the system and cause the power
MOSFET or the compensation capacitors to be burnt out.

(3) It is noted that, when the iron plate is placed along the line l3, the Class-E inverter is slightly
hard-switched when d3 equals to 15 cm. It confirms that the iron plate appearing at the outer side
of two coils has a smaller impact on the system, although the hard-switching phenomenon will
become obvious when d3 reaches 5 cm.

The experimental results of three kinds of situation are consistent with the analyses and
simulations presented in Section 4.

The transfer power and efficiency versus the distance d1, d2, and d3 are shown in Figure 19a–c,
respectively. It is noted that the input DC voltage should be reduced to protect the WPT system when
the metal plate appears along the line l2. It is obvious that the experimental results are consistent with
the simulation results presented in the former section. The transfer power decreases monotonously as
the metal plate approaches the receiver coil gradually, while the transfer power increases first and then
decreases as the metal plate approaches the transmitter coil. On contrast, the transfer power increases
gradually as the distance d3 gets smaller. It is noted that the iron plate will jeopardize the transfer
efficiency regardless of its position.
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The total experimental power losses include the power losses of the coil resistance R1 and R2,
the parasitic resistance of the capacitor C1 and C2, the parasitic resistance of the choke inductor LP,
the conduction loss of the MOSFET, and so on. Therefore, the power loss of each component can be
estimated according to the components’ datasheets, and the power loss distribution in the absence of
the foreign metal object is shown in Figure 20. It is obvious that R1 has a major contribution to the
power losses, and reducing the coil resistance helps to improve the efficiency. Unfortunately, when
the metal plate is close to the transmitter coil, R1 will increase, resulting in a large increment in the
power losses. In addition, when the soft-switching conditions are broken down, the power loss of the
MOSFET will increase significantly, even causing the MOSFET to be burnt out.
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In fact, when the metal object appears along the line l2, it has the worst impacts on the system,
such as destroying the soft-switching conditions and causing an unexpected large current I1. Therefore,
the capacitance of the compensation capacitor C1 could be increased to compensate for the effects
of the metal object, but the efficiency and the transfer power will be decrease slightly. In practice,
the increment of the capacitance depends on the reduction of the inductance caused by the metal
object. After changing the capacitance of C1 to 487.2 pF, the waveforms of vGS and vDS are presented in
Figure 21, where d2 equals to 10 cm. Comparing with Figure 17b, the ZVS soft-switching condition
could be maintained.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper, the influences of different metal materials on coil parameters at different frequencies
and different positions have been analyzed, and the influence principles and rules of foreign metal
object on soft-switching conditions of the Class-E inverter and power transfer of the WPT system have
been developed as follows:

When a foreign metal object is placed at the receiver side, the soft-switching conditions can be
maintained, but the power transfer is less than the nominal value and decreases monotonically as the
foreign metal object approaches the receiver coil.

When the foreign metal object is placed near the transmitter coil, the soft-switching conditions
will be invalid. As the foreign metal object approaches the coil gradually, the power transfer of the
WPT system will increase until reaching the maximum value, where the transmitter system works at
resonant state, and then decrease dramatically.

When the foreign metal object appears at the outer side of the two coils, the soft-switching
conditions depend on the distance between the foreign metal object and the coils when ωM > R′2,
while the soft-switching conditions will be invalid when ωM < R′2.
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The experimental results are highly consistent with the principle analyses and the simulations.
In addition, the method to mitigate the influence of foreign metal object on soft-switching conditions is
also presented.
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